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Esplanade Range, British Columbia
Day 6, January 8th, 2015
The morning forecast called for fog clearing by noon, and it did. This was our 6th
consecutive day touring, window shopping, hauling camera gear and breaking trail.
This playful corridor, bordered by poppy pillows on each side, funneled into a
mandatory crescent shaped cliff. Floating the skiers right fall line with cameras
nestled in the creek basin, Eric Hjorleifson takes flight in route to one of the better
faceshots of the trip.
Shot on location by David Reddick, Golden Alpine Holidays, Sentry Lodge
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very once in a while
friends are asking me
about my motivation
and drive to publish
a magazine about
telemarking in four
different languages. I naturally
confront myself with the same
question but I always know the
answer right away. It is about
passion. The never ending search
Richard Schürf, Publisher
for a good story, the people you
meet along the way and all the
experiences you make while working on this magazine are worth sharing.
You can see and hopefully see it in this issue of FREEHEELER with how much
dedication and drive our sport is being pushed forward.
Tom „Schnappi“ Schuster, his friend Öf and the Sax had quite an adventure
while they took on the highest peak in Persia called Mt. Damavand (5671m).
Another highlight was our foto shooting in Hintertux which we had to delay
from mid September to the beginning of October because it was way too
warm and the conditions were really bad. It was a wise decision to say the
least. As we arrived in Hintertux we had some freshy and bluebird going all
the way.
There is a lot more to discover in the english issue of Freeheeler. I hope some
of you will be inspired by the passion for telemarking and maybe we can meet
up and have a chat at the Freeheeler European Opening in Hintertux. It is all
about the World Cup which will be held at this location for the third time in a
row.
I pray for a lot of snow and may all of you stay safe while enjoying the best
time of the year.
See you out there and tele ho!
Richard and the Freeheeler Team
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The Telemark-

Event Calender 2015/16
26.-29.11.2015

Freeheeler European &
FIS WC Telemark Opening

Austria / Hintertux// www.freeheeler.eu
04.-06.12.2016

Telemark-Pfalz Opening

Austria / Stubai // www.telemark-pfalz.de

08.-10.01.2016

09.-13.03.2016

Scufoneda

Italy / Moena // www.scufons.com
09.-13.03.2016

Telemarkfest im Kleinwalsertal

Austria / Riezlern // www.telemarkfest.de
18.-20.03.2016

Alpin Tiefschneetage

FreeYourHeel

Austria / Leogang // www.telemark-austria.at

Austria / Kleinwalsertal //
www.alpin-tiefschneetage.de

15.-17.1.2016

02.-09.04.2016

Austria / Kappl / Paznaun // www.kappl.com

Italy / Livigno // www.skieda.com

Kappl Freeride Tage

09.-21.01.2016

Army Telemark Ski Championships

Schweiz / Mürren // www.awsa.org.uk/telemark
21.-24.1.2016

Bregenzer Telewald

Austria / Warth/Schröcken //
www.bregenzertelewald.de
29.01 - 31.01.2016

6. Swiss Telemark Festival

La Skieda

25.-28.03.2016

Scuol Freeride&Telemark Festival

Schweiz / Scuol // www.bergbahnen-scuol.ch
29.04.-01.05.2016

Freeheel Chillout, Telemark Pfalz

Austria / Stubai // www.telemark-pfalz.de

23.-26.06.2016

Stryn Telemark Camp 2016

Norway // www.facebook.com/stryntelecamp

Switzerland Davos // www.swisstelemarkfestival.ch
05.-07.02.2016

Les Houches Telemark Festival

Frankreich / Les Houches/Chamonix //
ww.leshouches.com
20.02.2016

Allgäuer Telemarkmeisterschaft

Germany / Bolsterlang // www.sc-altstaedten.de

INSTRUCTION COURSES
14.-15.11.2015

Österr. TM- Instruktoren Fortbildung
Kitzsteinhorn

20.-22.11.2015

20.-21.-2.2016

SSV Telemark Lehrgangstermin 15-SW-24

Austria / Hochfügen //
www.facebook.com/4FRNT-Demo-Tour

SSV TM Lehrgangstermin 16-AO-01 bis 04

4FRNT Demo Tour Hochfügen

26.-28.02.2016

Telemarkcamp

Germany / Oberwiesenthal / Erzgebirge //
www.telemarkcamp.de
27.-28.02.2016

FIS Telemark Worldcup

Germany / Bad Hindelang / Oberjoch
05.-06.03.2016

Austriaische Meisterschaft 2016

Austria / Maria Alm // www.telemark-austria.at

Kaunertal

22.-24.01.2016

Bregenzer Wald
29.-31.01.2016

BSV TM 01/16 - Telemark Fortbildung
Garmisch

11.-14.02.2016

1. Teil Instuktorenausbildung Theoriemodul
Wien

01.-03.04.2016

SSV TM Lehrgangstermin 16-AO-06 + 07
Stubaital

04.-16.04.2016

6. EVENTS
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2. Teil Instuktorenausbildung Schneemodul
Obertauern

FIS TELEMARK
WORLD CUP &
NATIONAL CUP
2015/16
27.-29.11.2015

FIS TM WC Opening
Hintertux // Austria
03.01.2016

FIS Junior

Les Salsies // France
10.01.2016

FIS Junior

Thyon // Switzerland
16.-17.1.2016

FIS TM Event

Vars // France

26.-27.1.2016

FIS TM WC

La Plagne // France
29.01.-02.02.2016

FIS TM Junior World C
Les Contamines // France
04.-06.02.2016

FIS TM WC

Spain // Espot
27.-28.02.2016

FIS WC Telemark

Bad Hindelang / Oberjoch // Germany
02.-03.03.2016

FIS TM WC

Golte // Slowenia
05.06.03.2016

FIS TM Event

Switzerland // Vals
10.-12.03.2016

FIS TM WC

Rjukan // Norway
16.-18.03.2016

FIS TM WC

Switzerland // Mürren

22 DESIGNS = NTN PRODUCTION “OUTLAW”
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TRUE FREE-PIVOTSTARRING EXCEPTIONAL POWER
/ ADJUSTABLE PRELOAD INTRODUCING CABLE-FREE
TECHNOLOGY MADE IN USA WITH A 2 YEAR WARRANTY
STUNT
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Quo vadis
In 1868 Sondre Norheim
won the first national ski
competition of Norway at
age 42 in some self made
bindings made of rope.
The leather boot and the
Rottefella Supertelemark
75mm had the undisputed
pole position in terms of
combination for a binding
and a boot.
The 80‘s started a revolution as the first boot made
of plastic hit the market. Scarpa‘s T1 set standards
in terms of performance for a long time and role modeled for all developments that followed in the 75mm
sector. Classical 3 pin bindings reached their limits
quickly because of the hardened shell of this particular boot. New bindings arrived from the US. The G3
Targa or the Voile Hardwire mounted a spring at the
back end of the boot and reached new hights in terms
of performance and precision. Which made this system the undisputed champion until the new millenium.

8. NEWS
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7tm introduced the first TÜV and DIN approved telemark touring bindings in 2004 which made touring
on telemark skis a lot easier for the user. Rottefella
introduced the brand new NTN system at ISPO 2006.
This type of binding was not manufactured around a
75mm beak but it was working with a normal ski boot
like beak and a second heel, which revolutionized
telemarking even further. A few years after Dynafits
patent on the Low Tech ran out, some promising prototypes came to live. They are mounting the boot tip
of the new NTN boots with Low Tech inserts and created an option for telemarking binding manufacturers.
22Designs‘ Outlaw binding is a good example.
TTS was one of the first manufacturers that had a
skiable binding with a classical heel mount and the
Norwegian company Moonlight introduced a similar
system. The frenchmen around M Equipment have
introduced the first technical telemark binding called
Meidjo that works well with the second heel system of
the NTN boots. By now the 75mm beak is somewhat
old school by now and will disappear the sooner or later. The NTN boots with Low Tech inserts will take its

Duckbill & new Revolutions
place instead. These new boots are very versatile since one
can ride an alpine binding as well as a telemark binding
with one and the same boot. There are even binding prototypes that combine the alpine and the telemarking aspect
in one binding. Since Scarpa and Crispi started the trend,
Scott will be following with Low Tech inserts in their Voodoo boot. Insiders told us that 7tm and 22Designs are
working on a Tech Telemark binding as well.
Moonlight, M Equipment and 22 Designs will be at the
Freeheeler European Open at the Hintertuxer Glacier. The
Freeheeler Testival Village will be open for service from
the 27th until the 29th of November 2015. All sorts of
products will be available for intensive testing of course.
This winter is going to be an exciting one for us Telemarkers! Let‘s hope and pray for some white gold to descent
from the sky.

M-Equipment
Meidjo

22Designs
Outlaw

TTS

Moonlight
Pure Tele

NEWS
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The Project - Associazione Progetto

ICARO

The purpose of the Association „Progetto Icaro“ is to give young freeriders the knowledge about snow and safety.
The initial difficulties led us to create something bigger, that can last in time, and we created the Association „Progetto Icaro“ with the goal of teaching young freeriders to enjoy the snow in higher safety. Many of you asked where
they could send some offerings. The Association has its new bank account, where you can send your generous offerings, which will be used to manage the safety camps.

Many of Icaro‘s friends wanted to offer some money. We decided to use the
money to start an idea that Icaro has
had for years.
Icaro loved the kids, and more and
more of them are getting into freeride. He had this vision that it is not by
forbidding them to ride, but by educating them, so that they are able to do
it safely, that we can get them to have
fun and maybe save some young lives.
So we created the Associazione „Progetto Icaro“, wPants purpose it is to organize winter camps for kids in different places, where they can learn how
to approach the snow in a safe way.

We hope that the association can live,
grow and extend the projects to all the
aspects of safety and consciousness in
the mountains for young people.
But what’s different with this project,
that it awakens so much enthusiasm?
The answer is simple: what each one
of us does inside of the Progetto Icaro
for the prevention and safety on the
snow, is done with that passion that
Icaro has passed on. With the open heart and the generosity and sympathy
of the great man he was.
The most beautiful thing that is being
created with the help and the passion
of many friends is to know that we

do something that is appreciated and
needed, and most of all the union between us. This is Icaro’s gift: bringing
people together. This seed is now growing to a tree and is helping us to open
up to the people, to the world, to life
itself.
A few meetings have already taken
place, with great success and lots of
enthusiasm and interest of participants and parents.
More Information on the Website of
Karin Pizzinini.

11. TOPIC
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NEW THRILL,
OLD TECHNIQUE
Telemarking – the coolest way of skiing – is also the oldest.
Carvers and snowboarders are now going back to the method,
which has been around for more than 100 years.

" Reinhard

Haas ·  Julia Rotter

PORTAIT
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"Telemark skiers need strength
and perseverance.“

14. PORTAIT
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W

henever and wherever
Telemark skiers have taken to the slopes, onlookers have been left amazed
by this most elegant style
of skiing.
Telemarking is the latest trend in sport when it comes to winter activities on the mountains. And yet
this type of skiing – with skis fixed only to the front of the foot
and turns being executed through alternating knee bends – is
the oldest technique in the world. As early as the 19th century,
the Norwegians, with long sticks
in their hands, went down the
slopes using this method.
“In my opinion, Telemarking is
the coolest way of skiing,” gushes
Tobias Müller. Tobias is the current Telemark world champion
in three FIS disciplines: Classic,
Sprint and Parallel. He is extremely excited about
the conditions in the Zillertal: “You’ve got the perfectly prepared slopes, ideal snow conditions all
year long, and also sufficient space to freeride in the
powder snow.”

When questioned about what fascinates him particularly about the rise in popularity of this old
technique, a wide smile spreads across his face: “You
feel freedom on the skis, because your heel is not
fixed to the binding. You’re closer to the snow, it’s
easier to play around with the slope and the skis,
and you get a lot more fabulous face shots [of snow
in your face] while skiing.”
Any sceptical types who
were to observe for themselves the 22-year-old as he
takes to the slopes would
immediately become fascinated with Telemark skiing.
On the one hand, it’s about
the long, extended, elegant
carving turns that are possible with this technique.
On the other hand, you can
also ride down the slopes
with short and precise
swings. Die-hard Telemark
skiers are even more enthusiastic about freeriding.
most closely resembles Telemarking is elegance and
action rolled into one.

„With the
right skis,
Telemarking
offpiste is
always a
pleasure.“

PORTAIT
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TOBIAS MÜLLER
Born on October 2, 1992 in the Allgäu region of
southern Germany.
Before he started Telemarking, Tobias was an active
ski racer and cross-country skier in Allgäu’s student
squad.
In 2010, he started Telemark skiing.
In January 2011, he took part in his first Telemark
World Cup race.
At the Junior World Championship in 2011 in Hafjell, Norway, he won bronze in the giant slalom, silver
in the classic sprint, and gold in the sprint and overall.
At the World Championship in 2012, he won gold
in all three disciplines. Tobias is also a trained event
manager, and in autumn 2015, he joined the German
Federal Army’s sports promotion group.
In 2013 and 2015, he became world champion in
Classic (a giant slalom, 360-degree steep face curve,
skating track and jump), Sprint Classic (a shorter
Classic track, but two runs), and Parallel Sprint (giant
slalom, steep face, skating and jump in direct comparison with a second sk ier).

16. INTERVIEW
PORTAIT
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„I hope that
telemarking becomes
an Olympic discipline
in 2018.”
Tobias Müller,
Passionate Telemark skier

TELEMARK

How do you perform a Telemark turn?
The skier keeps their skis paral lel to the
u slope

and their weight on the downhill ski.

D
 uring the turn, the skier should shift their
v weigh
t from the downhill ski to the uphil l
ski while simu ltaneously pushing the uphil l
ski forward.

A
 fter that, the skier should bend the uphill
w knee
and shift their weight onto the downhill ski.
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SKI, SCHAH, SHISHA
A SKI TRIP TO THE EMPIRE OF THE MULLAHS
Story: Tom Schuster · Christoph Öfele · Photos: Tom Schuster · Roland Knapp · Thomas Friedrich
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R

ather frustrated, I lay in
my hotel bed in Liguria
in Italy with a bandaged
ankle. Our trekking
tour met with an early
ending on a large stone.
The diagnosis: a strained ligament. Out
of boredom, I log onto the hotel Wi-Fi
and check my email. Amongst the marketing emails, I notice one from my
friend Roland with the subject “Iran”.
A ski touring trip is being planned in
the heart of Persia with a climb up the
highest mountain in the Middle East,
Mount Damavand in the Alborz range,
70 km north east of Teheran. I quickly
accept, without knowing exactly what
I’m getting myself into.
A few weeks later, we’re sitting in Munich discussing the details. ‘We’ consist of Roland, Dieter, Öf, Tom (Sachse)
and me. Öf, has discovered an Iranian
mountain guide called Mohammad through a TV documentary and has circui-

REPORT IRAN
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tously found out his email address. The travel itinerary is
done, the flights are booked and the physical preparations
for high alpine touring are underway.
Mount Damavand reaches a height of 5,671 m, and our
other touring goals are situated between 3,500 m and 4,200
m. Naturally, our plan meets with skepticism and even disbelief among friends and family! “IRAN? Are you crazy?
ISIS is over there”! We remain nonetheless undeterred from
our undertaking and take a chance on adventure!

colorful ski Jacketts, we stand out like the proverbial sore
thumb. Only the parakeets at the shah’s palace are as colorful as we are. The Iranian people are happy to see tourists
and we frequently hear “welcome to Iran”. We spend the
day in Teheran enjoying the confusion and eating kebabs.
It’s the eve of the Iranian New Year and it seems like all 14
million citizens of Teheran are out and about. After a short
night we start out for the mountains. Our first stop is Dizin, the largest ski area in Iran.

Heavily packed with ski equipment, crampons etc. we fly
from Munich via Istanbul to Teheran. Upon landing at
Imam-Khomeni Airport we are positively surprised by the
friendliness of the Iranian border officials. We are greeted as planned by our Guide Milad and taken to our hotel.
We reside in the former Hilton that has, due to the standing economic embargos, seen better
times. The rooms however, are large
and clean and the view over Teheran
is very impressive. We are situated at
1600 meters and directly behind our
hotel is Mount Tochal, at 3.600 meters. After a short night, Milad picks
us up for a city tour. He organizes two
taxis that take us through pouring rain to the bazaar. The
traffic in Teheran is hard to grasp for rule abiding Germans.
Everyone seems to drive however and wherever he wants
and three lanes fit five vehicles side by side. We survive the
ride and plunge into the turmoil of the bazaar. With our

Dizin lies 1 ½ hours north of Teheran and is well loved by
the locals. On the way to the mountains we meet Mohammed and Hadji, our cook and who would turn out to be the
heart and soul of our trip. Mohammed lets us choose our
lodging. Either we check into a hotel like regular tourists,
or we stay in a “Local House”. We decide on the later variation whereupon we first take off for
skiing and Hadji searches for accommodation for the next few days. The
ski area is by European comparisons
small and clearly laid out with just two
aged gondolas with Milka and Nescafe
adverts on them and several chairlifts
and T-bars. The entire area lies completely above tree line so that looking up we spy a wide open
vista. Tickets are quickly purchased and for the first time,
we plunge into the Iranian snow. The terrain is varied and
we find several fun runs even though the snow at times left
something to be desired. From one moment to the next,

„Iran? Are
you crazy?“

20.REPORT
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you’d hit a slow patch and had to really work to stay on your
skis. These patches were recognizable from a distance by
the snow color and we had a great first ski day.
Hadji was waiting for us in the afternoon. He was successful. A local family had hastily vacated their house for
us to stay there. It turns out that Dieter ended up in the
daughter’s child’s bed, complete with Barbie sheets. The
next morning we started at the ski area again. The weather
had worsened and the upper section lifts were not running.
After a couple of runs, we decided on a ski tour to one of
the surrounding peaks. Through drifting snow, storm and
practically no visibility we marched
forth. Because of the bad weather,
our goal will be the top station of
one of the gondolas that we can use
for wind protection. The snow on
the way down is outstanding even
though we can hardly see two meters. After a tasty dinner in our
house, we meet with a friend of
Mohammed in a hotel bar in the ski
resort and do Apres, Iranian Style: with alcohol free beer
and Shisha, (water pipe). Once again we are impressed by
the openness and friendliness of the local ski tourers.

laden Persian mountains pull us into their magic spell. We
extend our stay for another day and in a jiffy we’re plowing
through the virgin powder slopes. After we spend the entire morning shredding the slopes next to the piste, vainly
waiting for the upper lifts to open, we decide on another ski
tour for the afternoon, this time in bright sunshine! We
reach the highest point at approximately 3600 m and are
overwHelmeted by the view. Mountains and untouched
powder slopes as far as the eye can see. The ski down is a
sheer delight. In untouched powder we ride to the valley.
We can definitely get used to this. Early the next morning
we pack up and travel over a snow
laden pass to the next valley.

„Untouched
powder as far
as the eye
can see!“

The plan for the next morning is to move on to the Damavand region to do some ski touring, but as is often the case,
he who plans in the evening plans twice. During the night
a storm has moved across the mountains which has dumped loads of new snow. In the morning the clouds are gone
and the sun is shining from a deep blue sky and the snow

22. REPORT IRAN
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Not many tourists happen upon
this place. Again we are heartily
greeted and right away Mohammed finds us a private house to
stay in. As we approach it on a
gravel road, we’re thinking it must
be a joke. The house in front of us
looks like a demolition site! We approach skeptically and
teeter over the wobbly stairs. The place inside is better
than expected and after we get the oil oven going it’s even
warm! The next morning we are greeted by sunshine! We
drive about an hour up a lonely side valley and start a ski
tour. After a good 1200 m climb we are standing atop a
pristine peak and enjoying our fist view of Mount Damavand. The volcano rises up majestically for us and towers
above the surrounding mountains by at least 1000 m. Our
anticipation is rising! But first, the task at hand; the run

down. Untracked powder as far as the eye can see. We each
put down our own individual track, without needing to lay
tracks next to each other. The last 200 m the exposure changes and the snow turns to fine corn snow. With grins
on our faces we’re standing by our copy Land rover made
in Iran, when a car pulls up. After a
short conversation we are on our way
to a nearby mountain village where
we have been invited for tea. Through
nearly knee deep mud, we march over
the ‘main street’ to our host’s house.
Next to the obligatory tea, the table is
set with homemade bread, marmalade,
cream, cookies, and fruit. The hospitality is overwhelming. We reciprocate by handing over our
assembled chocolate bar inventory to the grandson of our
host. The 4 year old Alireza nearly bursts with pride over
his new treasure, and will probably burst literally from the
chocolate later on.

Polour, at the foot of the Damavand in the early afternoon.
We decide to investigate the town on foot. One of the stray
street dogs decides to be our city guide and joins us through
the streets. Through the city runs a main highway to Teheran and on the right and left are restaurants and shops
offering everything from cooked sheeps
head to golden tea kettles.

„The
hospitality is
overwhelming!“

The next day is spent on the highway. We leave the quiet
little side valley and head out on the main artery between
Teheran and the Caspian Sea. Because the Persian New
Year, Nowruz, was only a couple of days ago, there is still a
lot of traffic. Nevertheless we travel rather quickly and enjoy the breathtaking scenery. We arrive at our goal for this
stage of the trip, the Lodge of the Iranian Alpine Club in

23. THEMA
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For the next day we’ve planned an acclimating tour up to 4200 m. Unfortunately the weather is putting a damper on
things. A snowstorm settles in and a
ski tour is out of the question. Even the
short drive with the jeep to the pass develops into an adventure. So we drive to the neighboring
town to enjoy the hot springs of the Damavand. This place
has absolutely no similarity with European wellness spas.
Practically every house has a tub in the cellar to relax your
tired bones. Simple but effective. The rest of the day is
spent preparing for the high point of our trip-the climb of
MT Damavand.
Early the next morning we are picked up. We stow our gear
on the ancient ATV and drive to the basecamp. At the turnoff from the highway we meet our Afghan porters who will
carry our equipment and food to the hut at 4200 m. The
turnoff is at 2200 m, the basecamp is at 3000 m. There’s a

REPORT IRAN
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mosque there which serves as lodging and in the summer as
the starting point for tPants trying for the summit. Due to
the snow storm the day before, the drive ends after 200 m
and we must make the other 1800 m under our own power.
The weather unfolds exactly as forecasted and we reach the
hut that afternoon in brilliant sunshine. So indescribably
beautiful is the view, so homely and repellant appears the
hut. Several years ago, for the unimaginable sum of 1.2
million dollars, the place was re-built and they got everything wrong that could possibly be wrong about an alpine
hut. We’re talking about a damp, ice cold refrigerator here
with 4 meter high rooms that have no ambience or coziness

24. REPORT IRAN
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whatsoever. That evening we deliberate on how to proceed.
We’re actually supposed to do a small tour to 5000 m the
next day and the summit on the day after. Because the weather forecast is only good for tomorrow, we decide on an
early summit attempt.
After a fretful night we start out in the dark at 530. Due
to the snow conditions and the elevation, we progress very
slowly. It takes us 3 hours to go the first 450 m. The breakable wind crust makes us continuously search for a way
through the rock outcroppings. We avoid the open slopes
because of avalanche danger. With the sunrise, our confi-

dence also rises and we keep on working toward the summit. We make better progress and the group works excellently together. In this manner we reach 5400 m, the last
slope before the peak. Because Mt. Damavand is an inactive
volcano, the area around the summit is warmer with little
snow. We deposit our ski gear by a rock outcropping and
continue our assault with crampons.
After another hour or so, we’ve done it. We’re standing on
the object of our dreams, the summit of Mount Damavand,
at 5671 m the highest peak in Persia! The view is fantastic.
All the peaks in the area are at least 1000 meters lower and
the view to the north reaches all the way to the Caspian Sea!
Out of yellow fumaroles arise sizzling, rotten-egg-stinky
sulfur gas. One is acutely aware of standing on a volcano.
Instead of the obligatory cross as on European peaks, there
is the skeleton of a dead goat on the cliffs to mark the peak
of Mt. Damavand. We shoot photos eagerly and explore the
summit area. The wind is cutting and it’s super cold so after a half an hour we make our way back. We quickly reach
our ski depot and plummet down the mountain. “Plummet”
is meant literally here. The wind and the sun have created
a boilerplate on the snow that makes the ski from the depot to the hut a game of roulette. We don’t let it spoil our
‘summit high’ and we make the best of it. Despite the snow
conditions, we have a great time and reach the hut at 1700
o’clock. Hadji greets us with a friendly “soup is ready” – rarely has a simple soup tasted better. The evening is rather
short. The exertion from the day’s adventure is felt deep in

our bones. As night falls, we climb into our sleeping bags
and fall asleep with a smile on our faces.
The weather in the morning is still good but small clouds are
indeed building around the peak. After a quick breakfast we
pack our equipment and wait for our Afghan porters. They
arrive shortly, trudging through the snow in their rubber
boots. It’s amazing how fast they move over rock and snow
with heavy loads. Despite the altitude, they make it look
like a Sunday stroll.
The ski from the hut to the road is phantasmagorical. Almost 2000 vertical meters of fine corn snow in front of us.
We’re rewarded for all our efforts like princes. One after the
other we surf down against the incredible scenic backdrop.
Two days ago it snowed to 2000 m but the sun has melted
it back to 2400 m which means we must carry our skis the
last 200 m but it doesn’t disturb our mountain high at all.
As arranged, we’re met at the meeting point and driven back
to our lodge in Polour. Our driver looks like an Iranian taxi
driver from a bad Hollywood movie and he’s stoked to play his
comprehensive collection of crappy 90’s era Euro-Dancefloor
music on his retro roof-mounted DVD player at full volume.
Like many Iranians, he seems convinced that the other cars
on the road are just holograms that he can drive right through.
Otherwise there can be no explanation for his breakneck passing maneuvers on curvy mountain roads. We do survive this
drive however and arrive at the lodge unharmed.
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After a true celebratory feast at a restaurant in Polour we’re
off the next day to Teheran. We check into the former Hilton
again and explore the surrounding area in more detail. This
evening we’ve been invited to a birthday dinner for the sister
in law of our guide in north Teheran. Even though alcohol is
forbidden in Iran, we have a ‘bibulous’ evening. On our last
day in Iran we do the full tourist program and spend an interesting day in the capitol city. The end of our trip approaches
much too soon. After a last dinner with Mohammed and his
girlfriend we part ways with our new friends. We’re picked up
the next morning at 5 o’clock AM and fly back to Munich via
Istanbul.
An unforgettable trip with amazing mountain scenery, a hard
won peak, inconceivably hospitable people and newly made friends is over. But one thing is for sure, we’ll be back!
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Midsummer
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Telemark
Norway-In front of your inner eye, wide landscapes, deep fjords with
snow covered mountains. With a little imagination you discover trolls in a
birch grove and elves bathing in a mountain lake.
Text: Richard Schürf · Photos: Anita Kraus · Per Stole
Translated by; Sebastian Grebe, Sebastian.Grebe@blueback-reservoir.com
Grammar check by; Cameron Fisher, cameron.fisher2@virgin.net
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Norway is the country of the midnight sun and long summer nights, during which you might not find any sleep.
While in winter time the night dominates, during the summer it is light the entire night. North of the polar circle the
sun doesn‘t touch down.
In the Norwegian winter you have to ski under yellow floodlights, in summer you can ski all day and night without artificial light. The only question is, where to go?
Last summer we found our answer rather quickly. At the end
of May, Per from Norway contacted the Freeheeler Team to
inform us that the Fonna Telemark Camp 2015 will be held
again on the Fonna Glacier, and that Freeheeler is exclusively invited to join. Our excitement was huge and after
resolving some small technicalities, such as, getting a plane ticket, rental car and lodging. We started Thursday the
25th of June from Munich via Oslo to
Bergen. The rental car was organized
quickly and we continued our journey
through wonderful landscapes, finally
arriving at our destination, Jondal,
next to the beautiful Hardangerfjord
at the foot of the Fonna glacier.

The view is impressive with an amazing glacier panorama. While coming down the slopes you can look from
the Folgefonna glacier onto the Hardanger fjord.
Unfortunately we were greeted
with rain and low temperatures,
but Per and his friends promised us an improvement in the
next two days. And so it happened. Friday and Saturday was
best Norwegian weather and the
Fonna glacier welcomed us with
fresh powder snow. To Telemark
through fresh powder snow at the end of June was definitely a highlight. However, the best was yet to come.

Skiing in the summer?
No problem in the Fonna
glacier ski area

Skiing in the summer? No problem in
the Fonna glacier ski area. The area is part of the Folgefonna
national park and it is the third largest and most southern
glacier in Norway. This allows skiing in the summer as well.
While in the winter the facilities are covered with up to 15
m of snow, come the month of May this is all dug out.
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Midsummer midnight Telemarking? Unbelievable but true.
To cruise down the glacier in newly powder snow at 11 pm
is an incredible feeling and an experience one won‘t easily forget. Afterwards we sat down, relaxed around at the
camp fire, enjoyed a well deserved beer, feeling lovely and
cozy. A dream come true.
We experienced long days skiing, and met lots of new people. With a heavy heart on Sunday we started our journey

home. Surely we will return to the Fonna Telemark Camp
next midsummer.
Thanks a lot to Per Ståle who organized everything in Fonna. Thanks to Asgeir from Fjord Norway and Visitfonna.
no for the rental car and accommodation. And last but not
least thanks to Hilke von Hörschelmann from Innovation
Norway for the covering of the plane tickets.

Adress:
Fonna Glacier Ski Resort
Folgefonn Sommerskisenter,
5629 Jondal, Norway
Phone:+47 900 88 278
post@folgefonn.no · www.folgefonn.no

FONNA Glacier Ski Resort
Directions with plane: Oslo to Bergen, then continue with car or bus to
Jondal
Best time for summer telemarking:
May until end of September
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MORE FUN FROM YOUR
FREE-HEEL SKIING!

W

e all spend hundreds (probably thousands?!) of Euros to have the best gear
for our skiing, to help us
ski better and with more
satisfaction and enjoyment, whatever our freeheel focus. We also spend
lots of money going skiing, travelling, ski passes, accommodation, etc. We all do this, spending time and
money on the ‘what’ and the ‘where’ of freeheel skiing – but how often do we think about the ‘how’ of
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freeheel skiing? How often do you think that, having
spent all this money on getting there and having the
best equipment, you could get more enjoyment and
satisfaction by thinking about how you ski!?
Think through some of these ideas or discussions
and see what you think; better still, get on your tele
skis and give some thought as you ski – but maybe have just one thought or focus at a time!? If you
are then still wondering what this is all about, then
come and join us at Hintertux on November 28th
during the European Freeheeler Opening.

7 THOUGHTS FOR MORE FUN
ON FREEHEEL SKIS!
 hat is the main challenge of
W

telemark skiing?
We can all stand in the tele stance and look ‘cool’
and we can all ride a turn and look ‘awesome’, but
what about the link from one turn to the next, the
‘lead change’? Why is this so important? Think of
skiing steeps, deeps, bumps, etc. and how best to
have a big smile at the end …
 hich ski moves first when teleW

mark ‘lead changing’?
Go for a ski and check it out yourself. Go for a ski
and check it out with your tele friends. Go for ski
and see what works best for you, whatever the
snow, terrain, slope, etc.

 S tand in the middle of your skis?
Many telemark skiers (and other skiers!) don’t
stand in the middle of their skis! The problem is that
our skis are separated forwards and backwards, the
ski is designed to turn if we stand in the middle so
how do we actually manage to do this effectively?

 S ki with your head, hands and
hips?!
Go skiing and check where they normally are: in
front, behind, hanging down by your thighs, way
out sideways, moving like a windmill (!) or still
enough to not spill a drop of beer. Which way do you
look? Do you look to the left and the right or ‘always
down the hill’ (I have heard that so many times!)?
Which way do you point your hips when freeheel
skiing? Does this change depending on the turn?
Try them all and maybe there is a better solution
for your skiing?
 hich ski turns the most? The
W

leading ski or the rear ski?
With our skis separated forwards and backwards
which ski do you want to turn the most to make
your turn – whatever the snow, whatever the slope
angle and whatever space you have to ski within?

 S top carving!
For years everyone has been talking about carving as the pinnacle of good skiing … do you carve
bumps, do you carve powder, do you carve the steep
couloirs? Does a fully adaptable and efficient skier
(freeheel or fixed heel) use only one way to turn the
skis and to get about the mountain?

 S top telemarking!!!
Yes! Stop telemarking …! Because you are a freeheel
skier do you always have to telemark? Are you a
“Telemark Fundamentalist”? Is telemark always the
best way to go, the most useful or efficient turn to
make? Is a telemark turn always the easiest to do?
Which technique uses less effort and is the most effective in powder, on ice, on piste, on hardpack, in
breakable crust … and so on.

“Free the heel, free the mind!”
For years and years we have heard this and I know
exactly what skiers mean … BUT if we truly have
a ‘free mind’ then we should have a free mind to
thinking a bit more about HOW we ski as freeheel
skiers, what we can do differently, how we can ski
better and, in particular, how we can increase our
enjoyment of freeheel skiing – big time!

At the European Freeheeler Opening we will be there to help you answer any of your questions and also
the questions we have put to you here. I think we
can almost guarantee more enjoyment from your
skiing … and, on the way, become a better skier!?

JOHN EAMES (with partner Bonny Masson) has been running The Telemark Ski
Company for 25 years and has vast experience of teaching telemark skiing to beginners,
intermediates and experts, both on- and
off-piste. He is also a trainer and assessor of
telemark instructors for BASI (British Association of Ski Instructors). Find out more at
www.telemarkskico.com
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Into
the
snow!
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This year we have again
assembled in freeheeler‘s
Choice the ultimate companion for snow and ice
for you!

Helmet Briko,
ca. 139€

Googles Oakely,
ca. 210€

Ski
4FRNT
“Hoji”
719€
Jacket Bergans,
ca. 470€

Gloves Ortovox,
ca. 140€
Backpack
Ortovox
ca. 720€

Anzug
Haglöfs,
ca. ?€

Ski Poles
Komperdell,
ca. 130€

Pants
Marmot
ca. 220€

FOTOS: PR

22 Designs
Outlaw
ca. 419€

Shoe Crispi
“XR”
ca. 530€

FREEHEELER‘S CHOICE
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FOTOS: PR

Ski
4FRNT
“Blondie”
399€

Jacket
Bergans
ca. 470€

Helmet Briko
ca. 179€

Gloves Picture,
ca. 70€
Poles
Rossignol
ca. 40€
7tm
Power XR
ca. 219€

Shoe
Scarpa,
ca.550€

Pants
Marmot
ca. 180€

FREEHEELER‘S CHOICE
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GLACIE

Production: Anita Kraus & Stephanie Heinl · Photographer: Drew James Benson

with the friendly assistance of:
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Conny:

Helmet:

Briko

Stromoli

139€, Googles: Briko Bomba 99€,
Lait Wait, Jacket: Marmot W‘s Cody
Bowle Jkt. 500€, Pants: Marmot,
W‘s Strom Queen 400€, Gloves:
Bergans
pack:

Tind

Glove

99€

Back-

Dakine Heli Pro 20L 85€,

Poles: 4FRNT Icicle carbon 169€,
Swen: Beanie: Beanie Outdoor Resarch 25€, Trailbreaker Beanie, 45€,
Googles: Briko Geyser 59€, Lait
Wait, Jacket: Outdoor Research White Room Jkt. 525€, Pants: Outdoor
Research White Room pant 450€,
Gloves: Outdoor Research Mute Sensor Gloves 120€, Poles: 4FRNT High
Boy alu 119€, Pulli: Adele Xaver 95€
Matthias: Beanie: Marmot Big Ben
Hat Alpina, ca. 89€, Googles: Adidas
id2pro ca. 219€, Lait Wait, Jacket:
Marmot Stormking Jkt. 500€, Fleece:
Marmot Alpine 1/2 Zip 100€, Pants:
Marmot Stormking Pant 400€, Gloves
Marmot: Spring Glove 80€, Poles:
4FRNT Icicle carbon 169€, Backpack:
ABS Vario Base Unit 8 599€
Tobi:
sa

Jkt.,

Jacket:
ca.

Bergans
469€,

Isogai-

Pants:

Ber-

gans ca. Hafslo ins. Pant 299€,
Per: Helmet: Sweet Igniter Googles
Gloryfy GP3, ab 129€, Jacket: Norröna
Lofoten Pro Jkt. 599€, Pants: Norröna,
Lofoten GTX 549€, Gloves: Hestra,

R FUN!

89€, 4FRNT Icicle carbon 169€,

EQUIPMENT
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mit freundlicher Unterstützung von
Matthias: Beanie: Marmot Big Ben Hat Alpina,
ca. 89€, Googles: Adidas
id2pro ca. 219€, Lait Wait,
Jacket: Marmot Stormking
Jkt. 500€, Fleece: Marmot
Alpine 1/2 Zip 100€, Pants:
Marmot
400€,

Stormking
Gloves:

Pant

Marmot

Spring Glove 80€, Poles:
4FRNT Icicle carbon 169€,
Ski: 4FRNT Hoji 719, Poles:
4FRNT Icicle carbon 169€,
Swen: Beanie: Kask Pingvin
35, Googles: Kask Mask 4
170€ Jacket: Bergans Isogaisa
Jkt., ca. 469€, Pants: Bergans
ca. Hafslo ins. Pant 299€,
Ski: 4FRNT Gaucho 649€,
TelemarkBindings:

22De-

signs Outlaw 419€, Poles:
4FRNT High Boy alu 119€,
Conny: Beanie: Schädelwärmer, 39€, Jacket: Marmot; W‘s Cody Bowle Jkt.
500€, Pants: W‘s Strom
Queen Pant 400€ Shoes:
UGG

Butte

299€

Ski:

4FRNT Madonna 579€
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Swen: Googles: Lait Wait,
Adidas: SkiGoogles id2pro
219€, Beanie: Buff Idris, 29€,
Backpack: Mammut Ride 30,
700€, Jacket: Sweet Supernaut Jkt. 599€, Pants: Sweet
Supernaut Pant.

549€,

Gloves: Hestra, 125€, Poles:

4FRNT Icicle carbon

169€, Ski: 4FRNT Gaucho
649€, Telemark Bindings:
22Designs

Outlaw

419€

Conny: Googles: Kask 4
Rodder, 139€, Lait Wait,
Helmet: Sweet Blaster 139€,
Jacket: Sweet W‘s Salvation
Jkt., 479€, Pants: Sweet W‘s
Salvation Pant 379€, Gloves:
Hestra, 129€, Poles: 4FRNT,
119€,

.41
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Matthias: Googles: Kask
4 Rodder, 139€, Beanie:
Buff Idris 29€, Jacket; Bergans

Isogaisa Jkt. 469€,

Pants: Bergans Hafslo ins.
Pant 299€, Gloves: Bergans Sport Mitten 119€,
Poles: 4FRNT Icicle carbon 169€, Backpack: ABS
Vario Base Unit 8

599€

Ski: 4FRNT KYE 95 669€
Swen: Googles: Adidas id2pro 219€, Lait Wait, Pullover: Adele Reinhold 95€,
Pants:

Sweet

Supernaut

Pant, 549€, Gloves: Hestra
125€, Poles: 4FRNT Icicle
carbon 169€,

Conny: Googles: Kask 4
Rodder, 139€, Lait Wait,
Helmet:

Sweet

Blas-

ter 139€, Jacket; Sweet
W‘s Salvation Jkt., 479€,
Pants: Sweet W‘s Salvation
Pant 379€, Gloves: Hestra, 129€, Poles: 4FRNT,
119€, Backpack:

Daki-

ne Heli Pro 20L 85€ Ski;
4FRNT Switchblade 499€
Anita:

Googles:

Briko

Bomba 99€, Helmet: Briko Stromboli 139€, Jacket:
Bergans
Pants:

Isogaisa

469€,

Bergans

Haffslo,

299€, Gloves: Hestra Heli
Ski, ca. 50€, Poles: 4FRNT
Snowdance,

79€,

Ski:

4FRNT Hoji, 719€, Backpack: Dakine Heli Pro 20L,
85€,

.43
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Anita:

Helmet:

Briko

Stromboli 139€, Googles:
Bomba, 99€, Shirt: Bergans
Akeleie Lady Half Zip 69€,
Backpack: Dakine Heli Pro
20L 85€, Jacket: Bergans
Isogaisa Jkt. 469€, Pants:
Bergans Hafslo ins. Lady
Pant 299€, Gloves: Hestra Heli Ski 125€, Poles;
4FRNT Snowdance 79€
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Swen: Googles: Briko Snipper 69€, Beanie: Outdoor
Resarch Trailbreaker Beanie
25€, Jacket: Outdoor Resarch White Room Jkt. 525€,
Pants: Outdoor Resarch
White RoomPant. 450€,
Gloves:

Outdoor

Res-

arch Mute Sendsor Gloves
120€, Poles: 4FRNT, 119€,
Matthias: Beanie: Marmot Big Ben Hat 40€,
Googles:

Adidas

id2pro

ca. 219€, Lait Wait, Jacket:
Marmot

Stormking

Jkt.

500€, Fleece: Marmot Alpine 1/2 Zip 100€, Pants:
Marmot
400€,

Stormking
Gloves

Pant

Marmot;

Spring Glove 80€, Poles:
4FRNT Icicle carbon 169€,
Backpack: ABS Vario Base
Unit mit Zip on 32, 690€

.45
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Swen:

Googles;

Briko

Bomba 99€, Beanie; Bergans Tine Beanie 39€, Jacket; Bergans Myrkdalen
ins Jkt. 349€, Pants; Bergans Hafslo ins. Pants 299€,
Gloves; Outdoor Resarch
Mute

Sendsor

Gloves

120€, Poles; 4FRNT, 119€
Tobi:
gans

Jacket;
Isogaisa

Ber-

Jkt.,

ca.

469€, Pants; Bergans ca.
Hafslo

ins.

Pant

299€

Per: Googles; Briko Darwin, 65€, Beanie; Schädelwärmer

39€,

Jacket;

Norönna Lyngen LW Down
Jkt. 329€, Pants; Norröna,
Lofoten GTX 549€, Gloves
Hestra, 89€, 4FRNT Icicle
carbon 169€
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Swen:

Googles;

Snipper

69€, Lait Wait,

Briko

Beanie; Outdoor Resarch
Trailbreaker Beanie 25€,
Jacket; Outdoor Resarch
White Room Jkt. 525€,
Pants; Outdoor Resarch
White RoomPant. 450€,
Gloves;

Outdoor

Res-

arch Mute Sendsor Gloves
120€, Poles; 4FRNT, 119€,
Per: Helmet; Sweet Igniter
GP3,

Googles
ab

129€,

Googles;

Sonne-

Briko

65€,Jacket;
Lofoten

Gloryfy

Pro

Darwin
Norröna

Jkt.

599€,

Pants; Norröna, Lofoten
GTX 549€, Gloves Hestra,
89€, 4FRNT Icicle carbon
169€
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Matthias:

Helmet:

Sweet Igniter 139€, Googles:

Adidas

id2pro

ca.

219€, Lait Wait, Jacket:
Marmot

Stormking

Jkt.

500€, Fleece: Marmot Alpine 1/2 Zip 100€, Pants:
Marmot
400€,

Stormking
Gloves;

Pant

Marmot

Spring Glove 80€, Poles:
4FRNT Icicle carbon 169€
Conny: Googles: Lava, ca.
€, Helmet: Briko Stromboli, 139€, Lait Wait, Jacket: Bergans Myrkdalen
ins. Lady Jkt.. 349€, Pants:
Bergans Hafslo insu. Lady
Pant 299, Backpack: Dakine
Heli Pro II 28 130€, Poles:
4FRNT Icicle carbon 169€
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Conny: Headband; Schädelwärmer

30€,

Jacket;

Super Natural Combustion
Hoody Damen 180€, Pants;
Houdini Ascent Gear Pants
350€, Shoes; UGG Bailey
Bling 259€
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H UT M AGI C
with the friendly assistance of:

Matthias: Beanie: Schädelwärmer
Norönna

39€,

Jacket:

Lyngen

Light-

weight down Jackett 329€,
Pants: Super Natural Sweatmaster Pants 130€, Shoes:
Merrell Capra GTX 140€,
Swen:

Googles:

Briko

Black Magic 60€, Shirt: Reda
Long Sleeve 79€, Jacket: Super Natural Combustion
Hoody 180€, Pants: Norönna Svalbard Pants, 299€,
Conny: Beanie: Schädelwärmer 39€, Shirt: Marmot
Drop W‘s Thermal clime
pro 60€, Weste: Marmot
W‘s Variant Vest 130€
Grill:
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Biolite Basecamp

mit USB Ladeausgang 399€

Conny:
delJacket:

Beanie:
Houdini

SchäSu-

prima Jkt. 250€, Pants:
Super

Natural

Combus-

tion Pants, 180€, Shoes:
UGG Bailey Bling, 259€,
Swen:

Googles:

Briko

Black Magic 60€, Jacket:
Yeti Virtue 430€, Shirt:
Reda M‘s Merino T-Shirt LS
Lane 70€, Pants Norönna
Svalbard Pants 299€, Shoes:
UGG Adirondack II 279€
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Swen: Beanie: Kask Pingvin 45, Jacket: Super Natural Combustion Hoody
Sweatmaster 180€, Pants:
Super Natural Sweatmaster

Pants

130€,

Shoes

UGG Adirondack II 279€,
Matthias:

Scarf:

BUFF

Scarf Star Wars „Sienar“ Shirt: Marmot Jasper
Flannel LS 70€, T-Shirt:
Marmot

Mur

T

35€,

Shoes: Merrell Rant 80€
Conny: Beanie: Schädelwärmer 39€, Jacket: Super Natural Tempo Hoody
100€, T-Shirt: Adele Bergblick ab 28€, Pants: Super
Natural Jogging Pants 100€
Shoes: UGG Lodge 100€

Swen:

Beanie:

Bergans

Kuling Beanie 39€, Jacket:
Marmot South Side Hoody
60€, Pants: Bergans Fjell
Rabb Tights 70€, Socks:
CEP Ski Thermo Socks 50€
Conny: Headband: Schädelwärmer

30€,

Shirt:

Marmot Drop W‘s Themal clime pro 70€, Pants:
Bergans Fjell Rabb Lady
Tight

70€,

Socks:

CEP

Ski Thermo Socks 50€
Matthias: Beanie: Sweet
Folded Type Beanie 30€,
Shirt: Adele Xaver 95€,
Pants: Sweet Herren Alpine 17,5/200 Pants: 90€,
Socks: CEP Ski Thermo Socks 50€ Shoes: UGG Lodge
100€ UGG Adirondack II
279€
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HIGH QUALITY OUTDOOR EQUIPMENT SINCE 1908

FREDRIK SCHENHOLM

SKITOUR & BERGSPORT

Slingsbytind Down Jacket

EKSTREM TURGLEDE
bergans.de

Extrem leichte, komprimierbare Daunenjacke, die beim Skitourengehen solo oder unter
der Hardshelljacke getragen werden kann und gute Wärmeleistung mit geringem
Packgewicht vereint. Slingsbytind gehört zur Slingsby-Serie, die sich durch Skitourenund Bergsportprodukte mit hervorragender Funktionalität, geringem Gewicht und hoher
Strapazierfähigkeit auszeichnet. Slingsby ist reduziert auf das Wesentliche,
aber dennoch höchst funktionell.

